
⭐DAVISON AYSO MEETING MINUTES, 10/20/19⭐  

MEMBERS PRESENT: SUSIE, CHRIS, LISA, DIANA, LEAH, COURTNEY, 
LIZ, KIM, TROY, MIKE, CYNTHIA

September minutes approved and motion to begin the meeting at 6:10pm, 
first by Diana and second by Courtney.  Diane began our meeting by 
inquiring about helping Dave W. (Our Area Director) by charging each 
player a dollar extra @ Registration to go towards his traveling expenses 
since a Nationals no longer help him with any of his traveling expense. 
Mike suggested that we not charge the players extra money, but that we 
find out more about the subject and go from there. By getting more 
information about this subject, we can know where to help if any help is 
needed. 

ROUND TABLE NEWS: ⭐ SUSIE: Fun Day: June 7, 2020....May 10,2020 
Mothers Day.....Memorial Weekend May 23-25, 2020....  ⭐ CHRIS: This 
has been a great year for our Coaches. We received 65/65 on the rap. 
Chris likes the fact of scheduling games “back to back” , because you 
always have a built in referee. ⭐ SETH: Seth was not here, so Diana took 
over with the referee news. We have voted in the past to give each referee 
( youth) a gift card for their hours. There has been talk that Seth steps 
down and that Trevor takes over as Referee Admin. Ron has shown 
interest in being the Ref Assist. ⭐ KIM & COURTNEY: The registrar’s let us  
know that we have 438 kids in the program. We have 12 players on our 
waitlist. These will be added by May 21,2020. We have been presented 
with an idea of moving registration dates up. The earlier we do registration, 
the earlier we can get our coaches thru the new background check that 
takes much more time. ⭐ DIANA: Diana added the fact that the interplay 
schedule will be done on June 6,2020. We talked about the scheduling for 
a more cohesive 5U game plan. The plan would be 1/2 hour practice time 
and 1/2 hour play. The time would begin at 9:30am.⭐ MIKE: We have 
$82,000 or more in our account. No Safety issues to speak of. 
⭐ CYNTHIA, ⭐ RON, ⭐ LIZ, ⭐ LISA...nothing to report

⭐ November 17,2020 at 6:00pm next meeting. ⭐ Courtney,1st & Kim,2nd  
to motion to close the meeting @7:49pm.


